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Hardware/General

Hardware/General
Function
The control and monitoring interface (abbreviation: C.M.I.) is a web server that can create the
connection between a LAN network and the controller UVR1611 with its CAN bus components. This device makes it possible to load function data into CAN bus devices, update and
remote control them, illustrate online diagrams and log data. Access can be local directly
from the PC/network, via Internet and the C.M.I. web portal or via Internet through port forwarding to the router. Data logging of devices with DL Bus is also possible. It was ensured to
make commissioning as easy as possible for computer novices as well.

Power supply
Operation of the C.M.I. absolutely requires 12V supply from CAN bus or a 12V-power
pack. Power is not supplied via DL bus. To safeguard the power supply where there are
more CAN bus members (without their own power supply), the use of a 12V power supply is
absolutely necessary. Data retention is also ensured without power supply.

CAN bus
Next to data transfer, the CAN bus offers also the possibility to directly access the devices in
the CAN network from the PC via browser.
Termination
Correct termination of the buses is important for use of the CAN bus to connect several
devices. The network must have terminations at the ends of the lines. For this, the C.M.I.
(next to the connections) and each CAN bus device have an appropriate jumper (term).
The CAN bus must never be set up in a star shape from one node or clamp to several devices. Rather, the correct topology is a bus line from the first device (with terminal) to the second and so forth. The final bus connection has the terminal bridge.

Incorrect

Correct

Additional information about the correct set-up of a CAN bus network (e.g.: cable
selection, overvoltage protection, …) is provided in the manual of controller UVR1611.
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DL bus
Every controller of the series ESR (ESR21 version 5.0 and higher), UVR and HZR has a data
output DL that forms, together with the (sensor) earth, a two-pole data line (DL bus). The
C.M.I. has 2 DL inputs for simultaneous measurement recording of up to two controllers.
Controller 1

C.M.I.

Controller 2

Any cable with a cross section of 0.75 mm² and a length of up to max. 30 m can be used for
the data line (e.g. twin-strand). For longer cables, we recommend the use of shielded cable
whereby the cable shielding must be connected with the sensor earth.
If two controllers are recorded with the C.M.I., separately shielded cables must be used as
protection against crosstalk. The data link for the DL bus must likewise never be run in one
cable with the CAN bus.
WARNING:
With controllers UVR1611K and UVR1611S, output 14 (DL) can be used either as data
line or as switch output (with extra auxiliary relay). For data logging via DL bus, output 14
must therefore always be defined as a “Data line” in the “Outputs” menu.
With the controllers UVR1611 of the E-series (“board version“), output 14 is simultaneously used as switch output OUTPUT 14 and data line (DL bus). For activation, the output
must be parameterised as a “Switch output”, even if the data link is to be activated. For
activation of the data line, the query “UVR1611E:” must additionally be answered with ”yes”
(see additional manual for UVR1611 E).
UVR1611 controllers from version A2.16 additionally enable the recording of network
input variables, which are handled by the C.M.I. as a virtual second UVR1611. When
parameterising output 14 as a “Data line”, the menu option NETW.EG.=>DL.: must be answered with yes. Recording of network variables is therefore not possible, if two controllers
are connected with the C.M.I. (this note applies only to data recording via DL bus).
The scope for data recording of this 2nd virtual UVR1611 in
the menu “Settings/Data logging“ of the C.M.I.s must be set
like this:
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Commissioning
Delivery scope
The delivery scope of the device includes the following parts:
1 pc. Control and Monitoring Interface C.M.I.
1 pc. SD card 2 GB
1 pc. 4-pole plug for the CAN bus
1 pc. 3-pole plug for the DL bus
1 pc. Brief guide
1 pc. 12V power unit (only with model: 01/CMI-NT)

Mounting and connection
The C.M.I. can be assembled either with 2 screws on an even surface or with the enclosed
rapid mounting to a TS35 DIN rail according to the EN 50022 Standard.
Dimensions:

Rapid mounting to a TS35

Reset button on the
rear side

SD Card

Connections
Connections are labelled and must not be confused.
The following Figure also shows termination on the left (CAN bus).
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Making the connections
Connections must be made in the following sequence
1. Connection LAN cable
2. Connection CAN bus or DL bus cable
3. Optional: power supply with power unit
The POWER LED now has to be green permanently.

IP-Address
Access requires an IP address.

Network with DHCP server (standard)
The network settings are determined automatically.

Network without DHCP server
Direct C.M.I. connection– Windows PC
DHCP must be activated on the PC.PC and C.M.I. automatically gets an IP address this way.
This process can take more than 1 minute.

Fixed IP address
1. Create a text file with the name fix_ip.txt with the required IP address in the root directory of the SD card. The content of this file must be only an IP address (example:
192.168.0.10) and "Enter".
2. Insert the SD card in the C.M.I.
3. During the next start, the C.M.I. adopts this IP address and deletes the txt file on the
SD card.
The network settings must then be configured locally (C.M.I. menu Settings/Ethernet).
The LAN LED now has to flash green or be green permanently.

Access via browser
Access via LAN or port forwarding
1. Browser start
2. Entry in the address field of the browser: cmi (factory setting, only under Windows)
or IP address

Entry "cmi“
Entry IP address (example)
The language in this window depends on the language setting in the PC operating system.
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3. Authentication: Entry user name and password
The factory-set predefined
user name is admin, the
password also admin.
Confirmation with "OK".
The language in this window
depends on the language
setting in the PC operating
system.
4. Now the menu of the C.M.I. appears already.

Access via C.M.I. web portal https://cmi.ta.co.at
If you want access via Internet, then the C.M.I can be connected via “„C.M.I. web portal“.
The C.M.I. web portal is a server that was set up by Technische Alternative.
1. Select the address https://cmi.ta.co.at and click “Registration“.
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2. Completing the registration form and accepting the terms of use
3. After completing registration, an e-mail with an activation link will be sent to the e-mail
address used for registration. This process can take up to 30 minutes.
4. After clicking the link, the start page of the web portal is displayed already.

5. Adding the C.M.I. in the Web portal
Selection of the tab “C.M.I.s“
6. Selection “Add C.M.I.“
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7. Entry of C.M.I. data

On the rear of the device is the serial number on the rating plate and the key on the
key label. The key must be entered without spaces.

8. After updating the page, the C.M.I. appears in the list “My C.M.I.s“.

Clicking on the serial number takes you to the C.M.I. menu.
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Resetting and loading of factory settings
Briefly pressing the reset key on the rear of the C.M.I. restarts the C.M.I. (reset).
If the reset button is pressed and released while the red LEDs are still illuminated, resets the
C.M.I. to factory settings.
Caution: Pressing the reset button until the red LEDs stop being illuminated starts a firmware
update with the C.M.I. operation system saved to the SD card. The current firmware in the
“UPDATE“ folder of the SD card must be called “CMI.BIN”.

Web portal cmi.ta.co.at
Menu Account management
Contact information and password can be changed in this menu.
The current password must be entered to finalise every change.
It is also possible to delete the user.

Menu C.M.I.s
Example of a user who already has registered an individual C.M.I. (CMI000501) and to
whom another user (stefan) has granted access to his/her C.M.I. (CMI001015):

1.

4.

2.

3.
5.

1. Add C.M.I.
This application is described in the chapter “Access via C.M.I. web portal
https://cmi.ta.co.at “.
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2. My C.M.I.s
All C.M.I.s of the logged in user are listed here with a shortcut.
Clicking on the serial number takes you to the C.M.I. menu (see chapter “C.M.I. menu“).

3. Manage

a

b

c
d

a) Clicking on the - next to the serial number deletes this C.M.I. and it can no longer be
selected.
b) The summary and the description of the C.M.I. can be changed here.
c) Click on “Save“ to finalise changes
d) In the submenu “Manage”, remote maintenance can be authorised directly for another user whose login name is known.
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Example: The user with the login name “rim“ is granted permission for remote maintenance as an expert.

The released C.M.I. for which remote maintenance as expert was granted is now shown
to user “rim“ in the menu “C.M.I.s” under “Other C.M.I.s“.

This shows under “My C.M.I.s” that one request for remote maintenance was made:

After clicking on Administration, you can see in the area " Remote
maintenance “:

The user “rim“ (=login name) has submitted a remote maintenance request.
Now, either remote maintenance can be permitted (by clicking on “

+“) or refused (by

clicking on “-“).
If it is permitted, the display changes to:

Clicking on “-” can revoke this permission at any time.
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4. Request remote maintenance
With this request with specification
of the C.M.I. serial number and the
access level, the user of this C.M.I.
is asked for permission to perform
remote maintenance for his system.

The queried user will immediately get a mail with a link to click.
After clicking on the link, the addition (1) with “Manage“ becomes visible for the individual C.M.I. in the menu “C.M.I.s”.

5. Other C.M.I.s
Here the C.M.I.s of other users are displayed for which the logged in user has been given permission for remote maintenance.
Example:

If “Info“ is clicked, the window “C.M.I. Info“ (see item 3. “Manage“) is displayed.
Access authorisation can be revoked again in this menu.
Clicking on the serial number takes you to the C.M.I. menu (see chapter “C.M.I. menu“).
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C.M.I. menu
Local operation (LAN): Access to the C.M.I. menu by calling the browser and entering the
host name or the IP address of the C.M.I.. Subsequently authentication with user name and
password (expert, user or guest). In the now opened page, the user level can be seen on the
top right and the version of the C.M.I. is visible on the bottom right.
Operation via web portal (Internet): Entry of the C.M.I. web portal name
(https://cmi.ta.co.at) and log in. Selection of the tab "C.M.I.s“ and clicking on the serial number of the desired C.M.I.. A new tab with the designation of the device opens.

There are 6 different submenus that are described in the following:
Home
CAN bus
Schematic
Data administration
Settings
Status
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Menu Home
The 1st page (Home) shows the operating status of the C.M.I.
with the LEDs. The actual status of the LEDs is shown. The
current LED status is explained on the side. Six different states
are possible: green, orange, red, permanently lit or flashing.
Example: Failure of a CAN network node.

Table C.M.I. LED description
Start

all LEDs red = power on
all LEDs orange= booting
green
green, short
lapses

POWER

orange
red
red flashing
green
flashing

SD

CAN

everything ok with module (ready for use)
internal error
no files in flash memory
at the start files are transmitted from SD card to flash memory
everything ok

orange

SD card memory full

red

SD card incorrectly formatted

OFF

no SD card inserted

green

everything ok (at least one additional CAN node found)

orange

not all essential nodes for logging available

green
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everything ok, short regular lapses indicate data logging

green

red

LAN

everything ok

one node has failed
everything ok

green
flashing

no reverse connection to the web portal (if selected in the
Ethernet menu)

orange

everything ok with the module used (ready for use)

orange
flashing

no reverse connection to the web portal (if selected in the
Ethernet menu) with module used (ready for use)

red

error

OFF

no connection (e.g. cable not connected)

C.M.I. menu CAN bus

Menu CAN-Bus
This menu shows the devices in the CAN bus network with their designation and node number displayed.
The C.M.I. has node number 56 with factory settings.
Example of a CAN network with one controller UVR1611, one CAN I/O module and one CAN
– bus converter CAN-BC:

Clicking on one of the devices takes you to the device menu.
The operating status of the C.M.I. LEDs is not displayed on this page.
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Remote maintenance
Example: UVR1611 node 1
Only the values current at the time of loading of the page that are displayed. In order to
display the actual (latest) values, the page must be refreshed.
The top row displays, as familiar from the
controller, the status of the outputs:
Highlighted in black: Output ON
The hand symbol means manual mode.

Clicking on an arrow takes you to the
selected sub-menu.
This enables direct selection of the most
important submenus (exception: “User”
menu).

back
reload
Main menu

Using the back function displays the page shown last. This may no longer
show current values.
This button reloads the displayed page with current values.
“Main menu“ takes you to the main menu of the currently selected CAN
device.

Navigation, parameterisation and configuration in the submenus is generally done in the
same manner as with the controller. However, function modules cannot be created or deleted. The menu “User“ cannot be selected.
Manual adjustment of the mixer outputs is not possible.
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Example: Parameterisation input 1
After selection of the menu item “Inputs” a page is displayed, which has the same layout as
in the controller.

By clicking the arrow next to the desired
input, the following display is brought up:

Clicking the arrow symbol of the corresponding parameter to be changed displays a selection list with possible adjustment parameters.

After making a selection by mouse clicking, the new controller parameter is immediately transferred via the CAN-bus.
The controller saves the parameters and
returns the corrected menu page which is
reloaded by the browser.
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Example: Changing the mode number of the CAN I/O module from 32 to 31
“Network“ menu of the CAN I/O module

Select the new node number and confirm with
“REALLY CHANGE?“ with “yes”.

The change is displayed after the node number
has been modified.

The device with the changed node number can after the change be selected only if you
enter the menu “CAN bus“.
The new node 31 will then appear but the “old“ node 32 will have a timeout display because it
is no longer available.

A timeout display also appears if the device with node 32 is disconnected from the CAN bus
or the CAN bus connection to the device is interrupted.
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A missing CAN node is indicated by the red LED for the CAN
bus on the C.M.I.. This display is also visible in the browser in
the menu “Home“.

“CAN reload“ reloads the network nodes and
all non-existing nodes are no longer displayed
with timeout.

Menu Schematic
Selecting this menu item displays the online schematic (if programmed). Programming the
online schematic with the program ”TA-Designer“ is described in the chapter “Online schematic“.

Menu Data administration

In the left part of the window, the active (connected) CAN bus devices are displayed, and in
the right part the SD card with the function data and firmware files saved to the SD card.
The following actions can be carried out by simple dragging with a pressed left mouse button
(“drag & drop“):
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1. Download of function data from devices to SD card

The network node is dragged to the SD card symbol with drag & drop. The function data are
copied to the SD card.
This is followed by a display indicating successful or unsuccessful download:
Function data of Bootloader BL-NET cannot be copied to the SD card this way.

2. Copying files from Windows-Explorer to SD card

The file is pulled to the SD card symbol with drag & drop and thus copied to the SD card.
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3. Upload of function data and firmware from SD card to devices

The upload is started with drag & drop from the list of function data or firmware to the device
symbol.
All devices in the CAN bus, including the C.M.I., can thus be updated. Update of boot loader
BL-NET is not possible.
If a file was dragged to an incorrect device that is not compatible with this file, there will be an
ERROR message.
Please note the following for any C.M.I. update:
The C.M.I. operation system is made up of the firmware cmi_V*.** and the user interface
p_files.V*.**.bin. The cmi_V*.** or the p_files.V*.** must be dragged to the C.M.I. field with
drag & drop. The file p_files.V*.**.bin is checked for changes at every start (also during
updates) and loaded, if necessary.
Problem case:
If the CAN connection is interrupted during the firmware update of a UVR1611, then the
controller in node 63 is without operation system. For a new start of the firmware update
again, drag the controller firmware to the C.M.I. icon as an exception.
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4. Download of function data or firmware from SD card to PC

Highlight the desired file and
click on “Download“.
“Save file“ copies the file to the
download folder of the browser
where it can be moved to another folder.

5. Deleting files on the SD card

Highlight the desired file and click
on “Delete“.
Answer the subsequently displayed confirmation message with
Ok.

6. Renaming files on the SD card

Highlight the desired file and click
on “Rename“.
In the subsequently displays
window, enter the new file name
and confirm with Ok.
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Menu Settings
Ethernet (LAN settings)

If more than one C.M.I. is used in the same LAN network, then these C.M.I.s must have
different host names and MAC addresses.
In this example, the host name was changed to “CMI1“ and the MAC address (the last two
digits) modified. The host name can be freely selected and does not require a reference to
the word “CMI“.
After the entry of the new name and the MAC address, first click “Save“ and then “Restart“.

Direct connection C.M.I. - PC
DHCP is activated in the factory setting. The C.M.I. tries to obtain a valid IP address from the
network on its own.
If there is no DHCP server in the network, automatic IP allocation will be started. An IP address between 169.254.0.1 and 169.254.254.255 is allocated. The subnet mask is
255.255.0.0. This process can take more than 1 minute.
The C.M.I. can be selected directly with the host name in Windows in the browser. If the
name resolution does not work, you have to proceed as described in chapter “Connection
without DHCP“.
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Connection without DHCP
The user can specify the parameters (IP address etc.) manually.
This can be done in the web interface. If access via the web interface is impossible, there is
the possibility to define a fixed IP address with a file:
A text file with the name fix_ip.txt with the desired IP address is created in the root directory
of the SD card. The content of this file may consist only of an IP address (e.g. 192.168.0.10)
and “Enter“.
During the next start, the C.M.I. will adopt this IP address, deactivate DHCP and reverse
(web portal) and delete the txt-file on the SD card.

CAN settings
The CAN node number of the C.M.I. can be changed in this submenu. Every CAN bus participant must have an individual node number in the CAN network.

The C.M.I. has node number 56 with factory settings.
The C.M.I. can get the system time from the Internet.
Because the system time of all other devices will be accepted by node 1 in a CAN network,
the C.M.I. could be assigned with node number 1. But it must be ensured that no other device has this node number. That applies especially to networks with several UVR1611.
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Messages
The conditions for mails to be sent with the occurrence of specific events can be defined in
the menu “Messages. The values to be monitored are accepted either by CAN or DL bus. Up
to 32 messages are available.
Example for a message in case of excess boiler temperature:

1
3

2
4

5

6

7

8

1.

Message designation

2.

Selection of the bus: CAN bus or DL bus DL1 or DL2

3.

Only with CAN bus: specification of reference node

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Source: Analogue or digital network output with CAN bus, input or output with DL
bus
Sending condition: Analogue values: equal =, greater >, greater or equal >=, less <,
less or equal <=, digital values: ON or OFF
Text input for the mail
Selection of contacts to send a mail to if the message condition applies. Mail addresses
are determined in the menu “Mail settings“.
After completing the entry: Save.
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Mail settings
The mail settings of the user and sender and recipient addresses are defined in this menu.

Information about SMTP access data is available in the settings of the mail program.
The sender address is the address that appears as “Sender“ in the mail to the recipient.
Up to 8 recipient addresses can be listed and tested.
Mails can be sent to these mail addresses if the message condition (see “Menu Messages“)
applies.
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Passwords
User names and passwords for different user levels are defined here. Only the user name
and the password for the expert (admin/admin) are pre-set in the factory settings.
Password settings can be changed by registered experts only.

Password entry must be repeated as a precaution.
The “Expert“ has complete access to the C.M.I. without restrictions.
The “User“ is authorised for access to the interactive online schematic and can view values
and, depending on the programming, also change them. Access to other C.M.I. pages is
possible but settings cannot be modified there.
Only the online schematic is displayed for a "Guest“. Guests may view it but are not allowed
to modify values.
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Data logging
The settings for data logging are made in this menu. Man can log either from the DL bus
(max. 2 data lines) or from the CAN bus (max. 8 data records).
The data is saved to the SD card.
Simultaneous logging from DL and CAN bus is not possible.
Example: CAN data logging of 2 data records each of node 1 (e.g. UVR1611) and of node
40 (e.g. CAN-EZ)

1

2

3

5
6
5

4
7
5

1.
2.
3.

8
5

Display of already used memory in % of available memory space for data logging.
The saving criterion defines the time interval for data logging. Entries from 10 seconds
up to 60 minutes are possible.
Source information (DL bus: DL1, DL2 or CAN bus: entry of node number) and of the
data record. Controller UVR1611 and the CAN energy meter CAN-EZ can output 2 data
records.

4.

Possibility to delete the internal memory of the C.M.I..

5.

Possibility to delete the logged data on the SD card.

6.

A file is created on the SD card which can be read out directly on the PC with Winsol.

7.

Completion of entry with “Save”.

8.

Cancellation of entry and resetting to the setting saved last.
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If the settings for the source and/or the data record of a source are changed, then we recommend restarting the C.M.I. (menu “Ethernet/Restart“) and deleting the memory. After
the first logging time, a set-up is carried out in Winsol and completed with “Ok“ so that the
C.M.I. logs data with the modified settings.
The contents of the internal C.M.I. memory are saved to the SD card as a day log file every
day at midnight. During the readout with Winsol, a day log file is created for the current day
and all day log files saved to the SD card are copied into the monthly file of Winsol. Depending on the setting in Winsol, the daily log files are either deleted or saved on the SD card.
With simultaneous data logging with C.M.I. and BL-Net or D-LOGG, this is not possible
and will disrupt logging.

Time settings

Source of supply: The C.M.I. accepts the time-stamp either from an adjustable NTP server
(default setting: 3.at.pool.ntp.org) or from the CAN network (UVR1611 with node number 1)
or via one of the two data lines (DL bus) of the respective connected controllers.
Automatic switch to summer time takes place according to the specifications of the European
Union.
The system time is responsible for the time-stamp during data logging and for the time information of other log files.
Because the system time of all other devices will be accepted by node 1 in a CAN network,
the C.M.I. could be assigned with node number 1. But it must be ensured that no other device has this node number. That applies especially to networks with several UVR1611.
During the data logging of controllers without individual system time (e.g. UVR64, HZR65), it
must be ensured that “WEB” is set as source and that there is an Internet connection.
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Menu Status
This menu provides information above files saved to the SD card and other states of the
C.M.I..

SD card
If an SD card other than the supplied one is used, then the following must be observed:
The SD card must be formatted with the FAT16 or FAT 32 file format.
SD cards with a memory of up to 4 GB can be used without problems.
SD cards with a memory of up to 32 GB can be used but the display of available
memory may be incorrect.
SD cards with a memory of more than 32 GB cannot be used.

The available memory and all folders and files saved to the SD card are displayed.
Clicking on a folder displays the files in this folder.
Example: Folder LOG
In the first two lines, symbols are displayed that can be clicked to trigger the following
actions:
Click: Update view
Click: Back to last view
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TCP sockets
This page provides an overview of possible network connections and is especially helpful for
experts during the error analysis of network problems.

CAN-Bus

In this submenu, the CAN bus status can be checked.
Every CAN bus device sends a Heartbeat1 to the C.M.I. every 10 seconds. If there is no
signal after 15 seconds, “Timeout“ is displayed for the node.
Example: Timeout of node 32

Clicking on the node number in this submenu takes you directly to the menu of the respective
device.
1

A Heartbeat is a network connection between two (or more) computers in a cluster to
inform each other that they are operational and can still fulfil their tasks, i.e. that they are
“alive” (Source: Wikipedia).

DL-Bus

In this submenu, the DL bus status can be checked.
If there is no signal after 15 seconds, “Timeout“ is displayed for the data line. In the above
example, only one data line is connected so a timeout is visible only with DL2.
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Logging

In this status menu, it can be checked whether the set logging method works.
In addition, it can be checked whether the system time is valid. There will be no logging
without a valid system time.
Brief lapses of the green “POWER“ LED at regular intervals indicates active data logging
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Winsol

(from version 2.01)

The Winsol program is used for the acquisition and evaluation of measured values recorded
by the CMI.
To be able to capture the data from several systems or data loggers, Winsol enables the
creation and management of "Customers".

General toolbar

Deletes the logger data store
Reads the data stored in the logger
Setup - Selection of the data logger, interface and entry of the device description and the logged values.

Prints the displayed graphic
Opens an existing customer folder
Creates a new customer folder

Language
A number of languages are available for selection. Select menu "Optionen \ Sprache"
(Options\Language) and click on the desired language. Winsol must be restarted for the
language choice to come into effect.

Basic settings
The Winsol data path can be changed in the menu "Options \ Basic settings...". The
standard setting is the Winsol installation path (e.g. C:\Programs\Technische Alternative\Winsol). We recommend creating a data path outside the program folder.
Already existing data must be manually copied into the new data path, before the setting is
changed in Winsol and new data read in from the logger!
Procedure for transfer of existing data into a new data path:
1. Create new data path (e.g. using Windows Explorer).
2. Copy the existing files and folders from the existing data path (e.g. installation path
"C:\Programs\Technische Alternative\Winsol\") in to the new path.
3. In the Winsol basic settings, set the new path as a data path.
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Setup dialogue
Selection of the data logger, interface, specification of the logger configuration and entry of
the device description and the logged values takes place in the menu "File \ Setup".
"Next" is used to switch forward to the next setup window, while "Cancel" is used to cancel
setup without changing the logger configuration.
If the settings for the source and/or the data record of a source are changed in the web
interface, then must a set-up process must be carried out in Winsol and completed with “Ok”
for the CMI to log data with the modified settings.

1. Window: Data logger/connection
Summary:
Selection of the data logger:
C.M.I.

1
2

1

Selection of the connection to the
data logger: Ethernet (LAN, Internet)
Selection of how the data store
should be deleted:
automatically, manually or never.

Selection of the data logger

The CMI can be connected with the PC only via Ethernet.
For a connection, „“Ethernet” must be selected. Moreover the IP address or the domain
name of the CMI and its TA-port (with local operation: always 80) must be set. With access
via Internet, the CMI must be configured accordingly by an IT specialist. For this, the essential safety measures must be taken (router with Firewall, VPN, etc.).
“Test” checks communication with the CMI. Information about the connected logger is displayed. "Apply" is used to specify the logger type in Setup.
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2

Clearing the data store

3 options are available:
automatically After reading out of the memory, it is automatically deleted (recommended).
manually
After reading out of the memory, a query is displayed asking whether the
memory should be deleted.
never
The memory is not deleted after reading out.

2. Window: Data recording

For the C.M,I., these settings are made
in the C.M.I. web interface (Menu Settings/Data logging). But if changes still
have to be made here, then these are
not adopted by the C.M.I..
In Winsol, these settings can only be
read out.
After changing the source or the data
records, the configuration can be read
out only after the first logging time.
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3. Window: Measured value descriptions
A device description and descriptions for the measured values can be specified for all devices.
Summary:
Selection of the device
Device description

Description of the analogue and digital values

Important: Setup is only
completed if the "OK" button
has been clicked.

Customer mode
Winsol not only permits the management and analysis of its "own data", rather it also makes
possible the analysis of system-external data. This is an important tool for the technician
where function monitoring and troubleshooting of customer systems is concerned.

Add new customer
New customers can be added in the menu "File \ New…". A new folder
is created in the Winsol file system for each customer, in which the
corresponding configurations and log files are saved. The directory
"Infosol" in the Winsol data path contains all these customer folders.
There is also an option of transferring the setup settings of another
customer.

After creation of a customer the Setup settings must be set.
The currently selected customer is displayed in the Winsol title bar. If no
customer description is shown in the title bar, the "own data" are selected.
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Open customer
An already created customer can be opened in the menu "File \
Open...".

Manage customer
Customers can be renamed or deleted via the menu "File \ Manage...".

Recording of measured values from a customer system
There are four options for recording the measured values from a customer system:

a) The C.M.I. (with fixed IP address) is read out via Internet.
b) The C.M.I. is installed with the system and read out locally by the service technician
using a notebook.
c) If customers record the measured values of their system themselves then they can
create a day log file on the SD card in the C.M.I. menu "Settings / data logging“ with
"Create file“. The folder LOG and the file INFOH.LOG are copied to the PC and then
forwarded to the technician via e-Mail. The technician enters the data paths of the
folder above in IP/domain in the Winsol set-up (without backslash at the end, e.g.
C:\Documents and settings\<User>\My Documents) and reads the values with "Read
out logger data“. The port setting in setup can be ignored here.
d) If the reading out of the recorded data is not possible locally, the measured values
can be recorded as follows:
Preparation for data recording in the C.M.I.:
1)
In the web surface (menus “Settings/Data logging” and “Settings/Time”), set the desired configuration and the source for the system time.
Data acquisition at the customer:
2)
Connect the prepared C.M.I. to the controller (observe polarity!). In UVR1611 with
output via DL bus the data output must be activated (output 14 - "Data link“). For
output over the CAN bus, the values to be logged must be set in the menu “Network/data logging”.
3)
Ensure a reliable power supply: power pack (or CAN bus 12V supply)
4)
During the data logging of controls without a separate system time (e.g. UVR64,
HZR65), "WEB" must be set as reference source in the time setting of the C.M.I.
and an Internet connection must be available.
5)
As long as the C.M.I. is connected with the controller, the measured values are recorded.
Reading out of the recorded data:
6)
Connect the C.M.I. with PC or network via Ethernet.
7)
Ensure a reliable power supply: power pack (or CAN bus 12V supply)
8)
In Winsol, create the respective customer for the data to be recorded and carry out
the set-up.
9)
The data stored in the C.M.I. can now be read in with “Read out logger” and then
analysed.
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Read out logger data
Reading out of the logger data is started in the menu "Logger \ Read out data".
The data recorded and stored in the CMI are read out and saved as a log file in the Winsol
file system on the PC. A log file is produced for each month in the corresponding subdirectory ("...\log"). When data logging from two or more data records (devices) Winsol saves
its data in the sub-directories "…\log1" and "…\log2" etc.. The file name of a log file contains
information about the year and month of the contained data. For example, the file
"Y201210.log" contains the measuring data saved in October 2012.
Warning: If the data of several systems are recorded, then before the data is read in, it must
be ensured that the correct "Customer" (see Customer mode) is selected!

Autostart
An automatic reading out of the data when booting the PC
can be implemented using the options in the menu "Options \
Autostart".

Selection of the customers that are automatically read out when booting the PC.
The logger data store is then deleted if in the
customer setup, delete has been set to automatic or manual.

2

1

1

Autostart - Export to csv file
After reading out of the data, csv files are
automatically created in the selected format.
These files are saved in the folder <Data
path>\Infosol\Customer\csv. Existing files are overwritten.

2

Shut down computer
This option is also possible. Here, as the PC boots up, the data are automatically
read in (incl. possible csv conversion) and then the PC shutdown after the subsequent countdown.
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This function is intended for computers that are used solely for data acquisition. In this case,
the PC must be automatically booted in a time-dependent manner. For example, this is
possible using an external time switch, which supplies the computer with power in a timedependent manner and if the appropriate BIOS settings have been made (boot up, if supply
voltage applied).

Delete logger data
Using the menu "Logger \ Delete data", the data stored in the logger can be manually deleted. The data in the internal memory as well as on the SD card are deleted.

Measured value diagram

Cursor

Analogue values

Digital values (on/off)

This window presents the recorded data (log files) over the course of the day.
Optimum display of the graphic is possible using the comprehensive adjustment and operating options. A maximum 16 analogue and 16 digital values from all the logged values can be
displayed simultaneously. The menu option "Manage profiles" is used to select the values to
be displayed and the colour of the curves. Moreover independent profiles can be created,
modified or deleted for various system areas.
Actual example of a system (1 controller, 2 data records, Data logging with CMI, "Solar
system" display profile):
Date, time and
measured values
for the cursor
position
Toolbar
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Toolbar measured value diagram

Standard scaling
Y-axis

Manage profiles
Measured values scaling
Cursor on/off
Grid on/off
Select day (calendar)

Auto scaling
Y-axis
Zoom out time axis
Zoom in time axis

Next month
Previous month
Previous day Next day

Profile display

Navigation methods
There are various options and methods, for optimally configuring or changing the graphics
display to meet your individual requirements.
Navigating in the graphic takes place using keyboard and mouse commands that are listed in
the following tables:
Shifting the display window
Navigation
Keyboard
Mouse
Shifting the display window
Only with the cursor hidden:
Move the mouse with the
along the X-axis (only possi- ← and → ,
right mouse button deble, if the time axis displays
Shifting by 1/48 of the display pressed
less than 24 hours)
window per key press
Shifting the display window
along the Y-axis

X-axis zooming
Navigation
X-axis zooming (+)

Page up and Page down
Shifting by 1/40 of the display
window per key press

Keyboard

z
The fixed point is the position
of the cursor (if activated) or
the middle of the diagram

X-axis zooming (-)

u
The fixed point is the position
of the cursor (if activated) or
the middle of the diagram
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Move the mouse with the
right mouse button depressed

Mouse
Scroll "forward" (fixed point is
the position of the mouse
pointer), or button
on the
toolbar (fixed point is the
cursor position (if activated)
or the middle of the diagram)
Scroll "back" (fixed point is
the position of the mouse
pointer) or button
on the
toolbar (fixed point is the
cursor position (if activated)
or the middle of the diagram)

Winsol
Y-axis zooming
Navigation
Y-axis zooming (+)

Y-axis zooming (-)

Keyboard

Ctrl + z
Fixed point is the middle of
the diagram
Ctrl + u
Fixed point is the middle of
the diagram

Mouse
Scroll "forward" + pressed
Ctrl key
Fixed point is the position of
the mouse pointer
Scroll "back" + pressed Ctrl
key
Fixed point is the position of
the mouse pointer

Zooming in X- and Y-axes (simultaneously)
Navigation
Zoom in X- and Y-axis (+)

-

Keyboard

Zoom out X- and Y-axis (-)

-

Example: Zoom in (draw zoom
window from top left to bottom right)

Mouse
Zoom window with depressed left
mouse button (see figure)
Negative zoom window with
depressed left mouse button (see
figure)

Zoom out (draw zoom
window from bottom right to top left)
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Move cursor in X-axis
Navigation
Set cursor

Keyboard

Measuring point / step forward
Measuring point / step back

→

Mouse
Double-click with left mouse
button (positioning at the
closest measuring point)
-

←

-

min. 1/24 of the display pane
/ step forward
min. 1/24 of the display pane
/ step back
1 day / step forward

Ctrl + →

-

Ctrl + ←

Toolbar:

1 day / step back

↑
↓

1 month / step forward

Ctrl + ↑

Toolbar:

1 month / step back

Ctrl + ↓

Toolbar:

Start day

Pos1

-

End day

End

-

-

Toolbar:

Start recording

Ctrl + Pos1

-

End recording

Ctrl + End

-

Other functions
Navigation

Keyboard

Mouse

Hide cursor

c

Toolbar:

Auto-zoom in Y-axis

a

Toolbar:

Standard-zoom in Y-axis

s

Toolbar:

Grid hide/show

g

Toolbar:

Press (print dialogue)
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Ctrl + p

Menu bar:

Winsol
Highlighting or hiding graphs
Clicking a measured value in the right table with the left mouse button causes the value and
graph to be especially highlighted.
Clicking a measured value in the right table with the right mouse button causes the value
and graph to be hidden.
Clicking again causes the highlighting or hiding to be cancelled.
Example:
Highlighting of Ana1/1 and Ana2/1 by left clicking

Hiding of Ana9/1 by right clicking

Display of non-logged times
If there is less than 1 whole day between the logged data records, then the last measured
point is linked to the first measured point for a particular sensor by a straight line.
If there is more than 1 whole day between the logged data records, then dashed lines are
displayed.
If a day is selected from the calendar
in which no values were logged, then the diagram
remains empty, therefore no dashed lines are displayed.
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Measured values scaling
This menu option is used for matched scaling of various measured value units.
This improves the perceptibility of measured values in the graphic.
Grid on/off
Makes possible the display and hiding of the grid.
Cursor on/off
If the cursor is switched off, no measured values are listed on the side and at the top right
only the date of the displayed day is henceforth displayed.
Select day
Calendar for selection of the day displayed.
Navigation
Navigation forwards or backwards in the data recording by a day or month.
Here only days are displayed, on which measured values have been recorded. I.e. days
without any data are jumped over.
Time axis zooming
Extending or shortening of the time axis (display pane: min. 30 minutes, max. 24 hours). The
fixed point is the position of the cursor (if activated) or the middle of the diagram.
Y-axis scaling
For optimum representation clicking "Auto-scaling Y-axis"
causes the Y-axis scale to be
matched to the values.
Clicking "Y-axis standard scaling"
causes the scaling to be reset to the default values that
were set in the profile.
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Manage profiles
The menu option "Manage profiles" (Manage profiles) is used to select the values to be
displayed and the colour of the graph curves. Moreover independent profiles can be created,
modified or deleted for various system areas and a separate diagram title specified.
Clear the selection of
graphs in the profile
Selection of the
displayed
profiles

Delete profile
Delete all profiles
Add new profile

Export
In this menu, the log files can be converted into *.csv file format for further processing with
any spreadsheet program. In this way you can create your own graphics and statistics with
the recorded measuring data.
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Troubleshooting
 Data transfer from the controller to the data logger is not working.
1. Ensure that the data logger is connected to the controller via the DL-bus or the CAN
bus.
2. Check the connections and in particular ensure the polarity is correct.
3. With the UVR1611, data output must be activated if logging over the data link (DL-bus)
is to take place (output 14 defined as "data link").
4. Ensure that, the data logger is configured for the corresponding data logging process
(DL-bus or CAN bus)
5. If several controllers are recorded using the data logger, check the data connections
individually to limit the problem. To do this, connect the data link (DL-bus) or CAN bus
as appropriate to the other controllers. When doing so it is important that the data link
is connected directly to the controller and not to the data input of the data logger, as
otherwise you will not receive useful results!
5.1. If data transfer functions over the DL-bus with each controller individually, then
the cause of the error is crosstalk between the two data links of the DL-bus. In
this case the two data links must be routed separately or at least one data link
must be routed in a shielded cable.
5.2. If data transfer via the CAN bus functions with each controller individually, the
cause of the fault may be the allocation of 2 identical network node numbers or an
incorrect network terminating resistor.
6. To limit the cause of the error during data transfer to a single data link, carry this out
as a test over a short cable (< 1 metre).
6.1. If data transfer functions over the short cable, then the error cause could be
crosstalk caused by an external interference source in the data link (DL-bus). In
this case, the data link must be routed in another way or a shielded cable must be
used.
7. If, in spite of the testing of all listed points, incorrect behaviour still exists, please contact your dealer or contact the manufacturer directly. However the cause of the fault
can only be found if a precise description of the fault is provided!
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 The log- and csv files are not displayed in the corresponding data path
"C:\Programs\..." or the searched for subdirectory itself does not even exist.
Under certain circumstances, under Windows 8, Windows 7 and Windows Vista, the
files are saved under a user-specific "virtual program path":
C:\Users\<USERNAME>\AppData\Local\VirtualStore\Programs\Technische Alternative\Winsol\...

The folder "AppData" is not displayed as a matter of course and must therefore be entered manually in the Input field.

This takes you to the searched for files.

It is generally recommended that the Winsol data path is chosen outside the Program
folder (default installation path) (see Chapter "Basic Settings").
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Online diagram
The CMI provides the possibility of an online visualisation in which a graphical image of the
current system states is displayed with the web browser via LAN or Internet. The online
schematic for the UVR1611 is interactive, i.e. values and setting can also be changed depending on programming. It can consist of several pages.
The online schematic consists of one graphics file per page (e.g. hydraulics circuit diagram)
and the associated html and cgi files in which the display parameters are defined.
The files (graphics file, config.tas, *.html and *.cgi) can be saved in the C.M.I. with “Drag &
Drop”. The files saved on the SD card are shown in the C.M.I. in “Status/SD
card/schematic_files”.

Creating a graphic for the online diagram
The diagram can be created with any graphic or drawing program, for instance with the free
graphic program “Inkscape” (download at http://inkscape.org/download/).
The diagram must be provided to TA-Designer as a *.bmp, *.gif, *.jpg or *.png file.

Creating the html and cgi files
Display of the online schematic requires config.tas, html and cgi files that include all the
information about its appearance.
The files must be created with the programming software TA-Designer (version 1.08 or
higher)

Toolbar
Frequently used actions can be started with a single mouse click on one of these icons.
These actions are described in the following chapters.

Grid on/off
Transfer format
Changing of a background
Insert page
Copy page
Checking of objects  function data
Load *.dat file
Close project
Save project
Load project
New project
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“Step-by-step” instructions
1.

Preparation: Create the graphics that are intended for the online schematic (*.gif, *.jpg,
*.bmp or *.png format) and provide the function data (*.dat file) for CAN bus devices.

2.
3.

If necessary: Change language and restart program

4.

Select the menu "File/New project..."

Start the program TA-Designer

Alternatively: Click the icon

in the toolbar.

5.

Select the project directory and
enter the project name.
Example:

6.

Optional (recommended for CAN bus devices): Selection of the
function data (*dat - files). The *.dat files of the UVR1611 controller, the CAN-I/O module, CAN-BC and CAN-EZ can be loaded.
One copy of the selected *.dat file is copied from the TADesigner to a new folder Project name/TA-Designer.
Alternatively: Click the icon
in the toolbar

Warning: If functions are subsequently added to the controller
or deleted resulting in a change to the function sequence, the
project must be edited. Delete the original *.dat file, load the
changed *.dat file, delete the values from the old
functions, insert the values from the new functions.
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7.

Set up a new page by double clicking on "New page"

The following selection window appears:

Confirm the "Online schematic BL-net" by pressing
"OK"

8.

Graphics settings

Right-clicking with the mouse on the empty screen symbol
of the new page causes a selection field to appear in the
bottom bar.

"Rename...“: The name of the page can be changed and appears as TAB name in the online
schematic.
Select "Change background..." to choose the background graphic.
The graphic file must be a *.jpg, *.bmp or *.png file.
The graphic for the selected page can also be selected in the
menu “Edit / Background...“.
Alternative: Click the icon

in the toolbar.

Through “Define as start page“, pages programmed later can be defined as start page.
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9.

Insert the values by drag&drop from the left selection search tree into the page and
specify the properties.
In the "Elements" area, the following value groups are
available:

Date and time of the CMI
Values of data lines 1 and 2
(Data logging using the DL-bus)
Values from UVR1611 function data
Values from the function data of a CAN I/O module
Values from the function data of a CAN-BC
Values from the function data of a CAN-BC
With controllers UVR1611, method “Values from function data” should preferably be applied because this has an easier and clearer structure.
Values from the DL-bus (DL1, DL2)
These values are fixed and cannot be changed. If with a UVR1611 controller the last query at
output 14 (data link) was answered in their parameterizing with "yes" (NETW.IP.=>DL.:
yes), then the area "DL2" contains the network inputs of the controller.

The values for the heat quantity counter are contained
under "Power".
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CMI data
With these data, the time and date can be displayed in the online
schematic.

Values directly from the function data of a CAN bus device
Example: UVR1611

All values specified by the function data of a CAN bus device
can be displayed.
If values from several CAN bus devices are to be displayed, the
relevant CAN node numbers must be programmed into the
individual *.dat files.
All CAN bus devices whose function data are embedded in TA-Designer must be connected
with the CAN bus net because the online schematic will otherwise not be displayed.

Examples: (inputs, solar function)
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Object with a frame
= selected

After the prior positioning of the value, the following display is visible:
The frame indicates that the object is selected.
Clicking the left mouse key causes a non-selected object to be selected and highlighted with
a frame. A selected object can now be edited.
A right mouse-click opens a selection:

Menu option "Locked"
Specific objects can be changed, but they can be blocked.
Values that cannot be changed are indicated by
a red frame,
values that can be changed are indicated by a
green frame.

Right clicking the marked object causes a sub-menu to appear:

or:

The value cannot be changed

Value can be changed, can
however be locked by the user

Selection of whether the value should be changeable
or not ("Locked" ticked = cannot be changed).
Should the switch output be manually switchable, then
the "Mode (Manual/Auto)" from the list of Outputs
must be positioned in the drawing.
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Properties
If a format is assigned to an object, then this format is stored for all subsequent objects of
this “group”. Differentiation is made here whether the object is part of the group of changeable or non-changeable objects.
Double clicking the selected text field "XXX" or clicking
"Properties" causes the window to appear:

The following properties are set in this window:
Font Setting of the font type and colour in the following window:

The language in this window
depends on the language setting in the PC operating system.

Depending on the display device, it is not guaranteed that the required font is displayed
correctly.
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Left aligned/right aligned
Background colour
Changing of the pre-set
font and background
colours:
Default setting: Background transparent.
Clicking causes the font or
background colour to be
displayed in the selection
field in which the desired
colour can be set.
User-defined colours are
also possible; these remain
saved.
The language in this window depends on the language setting in the PC
operating system.
Pre-text, Test text, After-text
Pre-text and After-text are visible in the online schematic. The Test text is used for simple
positioning of the display in the graphic and is only displayed in the programming.
Display with or without automatic units
Menu item “Search the selection tree”
This function allows the determination of the allocations of an object for the entry in the
selection tree. This is sometimes helpful with especially comprehensive programming.

The selection is unfolded, if necessary and the entries in the selection are highlighted in
colour.
If an object without reference to a loaded function file is selected the following message will
be displayed:
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Transfer format

2
3
1
With ”Transfer format“ you can transfer the format of highlighted text to one or several other
text passages:

1.
2.

Highlight the text with the required format
A single mouse click on the
icon in the symbol bar initiates a format transfer to
one other text. A double click on this icon transmits the format to several other text
passages. The icon is highlighted in white if the function is activated:

3. The cursor in the diagram changes its shape to

.Clicking on text accepts the

format of the previously highlighted text for this text.
If the format transfer for several texts has been selected then additional texts can now
be formatted.
The function is quit with a click on the
side the diagram field.
Positioning of values

icon, by pressing the Esc key or by clicking out-

A selected value can be moved freely using the mouse or the keyboard cursor keys.
Clicking on the
icon in the tool bar makes a 10 pixel grid visible.
The icon is thus highlighted in white:
The grid can be switched off by clicking on the icon one more time.
The grid can also be displayed temporarily with a click inside the diagram and by pressing
and holding the Alt key on the keyboard.
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The positions of all inserted objects are indicated with x/y coordinates.
The x-axis is horizontal, the y-axis vertical, the respective zero points are left or top.
Specification of the coordinates is based on the alignment of the value (left-aligned, rightaligned or centred). For left-aligned values the top-left corner applies, for right-aligned values
it is the bottom-right corner. For centred values, the coordinates of the middle of the top line
are displayed.
Example:
If a value has been selected, then the colour of
the highlighting (frame colour) changes to red.

If a value is not selected, then the frame is
shown in black.

With a displayed grid, the selected value can be moved across the grid in 5-pixel steps by
moving the mouse.
With a displayed grid, the value can be moved in individual pixel steps and hence positioned
very accurately using the keyboard cursor keys.
Display of the element descriptions
After clicking in the graphic field, pressing and holding the keyboard Shift key displays the
element descriptions.
Example: (cut-out)

Adjustable values are shown in black, non-adjustable values in red.
Deleting of values
Das Löschen eines Wertes erfolgt durch Markieren und Betätigen der „Entf“-Taste des PC.
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Information about values from the UVR1611 *.dat file
For all functions:
Enable ... Value
Heating circuit:
Operating mode

WW requirement:
On-off loading
start/end
Counter:
Counter reset
Heat quantity counter:
Megawatt hours
Counter reset
Timer:
Start/Stop
Control function:
Delete error display
Profile function:
Start/Stop profile
Maintenance function:
Starting/Stopping the
maintenance function
Outputs 1 to 14:
Mode (Manual/Auto)

Analogue outputs
15-16
Mode (Manual/Auto)
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If a value is not programmed as "locked" and the source is set to
"User", then the function can be switched off or on.
Current operating mode (e.g. RAS, TIME/AUTO, NORMAL,
HOLIDAY, etc.), can be changed.
In the modes VACATION, PARTY, HOLIDAY, time information is
displayed below and can also be modified.
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.

This object is displayed without units. It therefore makes sense to
place this value directly in front of kilowatt hours (right aligned)
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.
For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.

For these objects a pre-text must be entered that can be selected
for activation.
In the object mode, the switching state of the output can be changed
(AUTO or MANUAL), if it is not blocked.
To display the condition ON or OFF, the “Status” must additional be
displayed.
Only shows the output status and cannot be changed.
However, the status of the output is displayed below and can be
modified in the mode Manual as with outputs 1–14.

Online diagram

10. Insertion of links
Using links, it is possible to change from one page to any other page
or website.
Before the insertion of links “Area“ and “Text” in the graphics, all
pages that are to be accessible with links must be created with the
function “New page”.
Links are inserted with “drag & drop”.

Link Area
The link Area creates an “invisible” area in the online schematic. The size of the link
(=contact area) in the graphic can be set by dragging the corner points.
Clicking a link with the right mouse key
causes a selection menu to appear with
the already created pages. The selection
is made by highlighting.

Link text
The link textcreates text that switches the page with a click.
Clicking a link with the right mouse key causes a selection menu to
appear with the already created pages. The selection is made by
highlighting. The text format can be specified with “Properties”.

External link
You can switch immediately to the specified web
page by entering the URL
of a web page in “Properties”.
The “Link text“ is visible in the online schematic.
The text format can also be specified with
“Properties”.
Example: Link to Technische Alternative

Deleting of links
The deleting of a link is undertaken by selecting it and then pressing the "Delete" key of the
PC.
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Online diagram

11. Insertion of text items
The insertion of text items takes place by dragging the "Text" element in the search tree with
the mouse button pressed down into the desired position in the graphic ("drag & drop").
Only single-line text is possible.
Clicking the left mouse key causes a
non-selected object to be selected and
highlighted with a frame. A selected
object can now be edited.

Object with a frame
= selected

Text properties
Specification of the text type, the text direction, the font colour, the background and entry of
text.
Double clicking the selected text field "XXX" or clicking „Properties“ causes the following
window to appear:

In this window, the values of the following
Properties are set analogously to setting
Properties:
Font
Left aligned/right aligned
Background colour
Text
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Online diagram

12.

Make settings for the online diagram
(menu "Edit/Settings...")

The settings selected here apply only to the currently displayed page.
The following settings can be made in the window:
Refresh time: Time interval settings for
the updating of the current values (never
or adjustable from 30 seconds to 60
minutes). An immediate update is possible
in the online schematic by pressing the F5
key on the PC.
Graphics output format: Setting option
for the format of the diagram with which it
is to be output or saved to the CMI. *.png
graphics require more memory but offer
loss-free illustration of the graphics.

13. Testing function
To complete project creation, the compliance of the inserted objects with the loaded function
data (*.dat files) can be checked. The node number is also checked in doing that.
Clicking on the
icon in the tool bar starts testing.
The following message is displayed if the test was positive:
The respective testing results are displayed. If invalid objects are found there will be a message indicating the missing pages. All invalid objects and missing pages are marked.
Example:

invalid object
faulty page
If a faulty project is to be saved or closed, there will be a prompt to check whether the project
is to be saved despite the error.
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Online diagram

14. Save the programming under "File/Save project..."; if all
values are inserted in the graphic and the properties have
been specified. One config.tas and one *.cgi, *.html and
graphics file each is created in the folder "CMI“ of the project
folder.
Alternatively: Click the icon

15.

16.

in the toolbar.

Close the project
Warning: Before closing the project it must be saved as otherwise all settings will be
lost. If settings have been changed, a query is displayed to ask whether they should
be saved.
Copy the files to the SD card of the CMI.
There are two ways to do this:
1. Direct copying to the SD card on the PC into folder “Schematic_files” which may
have to be created first.
2. Drag & drop from the Explorer to the SD card symbol in the CMI data administration

The files are pulled to the SD card symbol with drag & drop and thus copied to the SD card.
Note: The menu items "Settings...“ and “Create/edit messages“ in
the “File” menu cannot be used to create the online schematic
(only for programming CAN-Touch).
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Online diagram

New page
The creation of extra pages, which can be selected by
links, takes place by double clicking the bottom left
"New page" symbol.
Selection of the page type " Onlineschema CMI "

Right-clicking with the mouse on the empty screen symbol
of the new page causes a selection field to
appear in the bottom bar.
"Rename...“: The name of the page can be changed and
appears as TAB name in the online schematic.
Select "Change background...", to choose the background graphic.
Through “Define as start page“, pages programmed later can be defined as start page.
After highlighting a page in the lower strip, use the key with image ↑or image ↓ on the
keyboard to change the sequence of the pages.

Copying of pages
1.

2.

3.

Select the page to be copied in the bottom Selection bar by clicking.

Click the "Copy page" icon in the
toolbar or use the keyboard shortcut
Ctrl + c.

Click the "Insert page" icon in the
toolbar or use the keyboard
shortcut Ctrl + v.

A copied page can also be inserted in another existing project. However the already programmed links are then lost and must be redefined. The *.dat file of the original project must
be identical with the *.dat file of the target project.
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Online diagram

Saving a project with another name
An open project can be saved to any folder with a new name with
menu item “File / Save project as...”.

Switching between projects
It is possible to simultaneously load several projects with different names. The project to be
displayed and edited is selected via the "Project" menu option.
Example:

The project indicated by the bullet point is currently displayed.
The title bar of the program displays the project names and the currently opened page:
Example:

Deleting a page
The deletion of an unused page takes place by highlighting (single mouse click) and pressing
the "Delete" key on the PC from another page. If the page to be deleted contains links that
originate from other pages, there is a warning message:

We reserve the right to make technical changes
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EC- DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Document- Nr.: / Date
TA12027 / 3.10.2013
Company / Manufacturer: Technische Alternative elektronische SteuerungsgerätegesmbH.
Address:
A- 3872 Amaliendorf, Langestraße 124
Product:
CMI
The stated above product complies with the following essential requirements:
EU requirements:
2006/95/EG Low voltage standard
2004/108/EG Electromagnetic compatibility
2011/65/EU RoHS Restriction of certain Hazardous Substances
Employed standards:
EN 60730-1:2009 08 01
Automatic electrical controls for household and similar use - Part 1:
General requirements
EN 61000-6-3:2007 11 01 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-3: Generic standards Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments
EN 61000-6-2:2006 05 01 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-2: Generic standards Immunity for industrial environments
Position of CE - label:
On packaging, manual and type label

Issuer:

Technische Alternative elektronische SteuerungsgerätegesmbH.
A- 3872 Amaliendorf, Langestraße 124

This declaration is submitted by:

General management
This declaration certifies the agreement with the named standards, contains however no warranty of
characteristics.
The security advices of included product documents are to be considered.

Guarantee conditions
Note: The following guarantee conditions do not in any way limit the legal right to a guarantee; rather expand your rights as a consumer.
1. The company Technische Alternative elektronische Steuerungsgerätegesellschaft m. b. H.
provides a two-year guarantee from the date of purchase by the end consumer for all the devices and parts which it sells. Defects must be reported immediately upon detection and within
the guarantee period. Technical support knows the correct solution for nearly all problems. In
this respect, contacting us immediately will help to avoid unnecessary expense or effort in
troubleshooting.
2. The guarantee includes the free of charge repair (but not the cost of on site fault-finding, removal, refitting and shipping) of operational and material defects which impair operation. In the
event that a repair is not, for reasons of cost, worthwhile according to the assessment of
Technische Alternative, the goods will be replaced.
3. Not included is damage resulting from the effects of overvoltage or abnormal ambient conditions. Likewise, no guarantee liability can be accepted if the device defect is due to: transport
damage for which we are not responsible, incorrect installation and assembly, incorrect use,
non-observance of operating and installation instructions or incorrect maintenance.
4. The guarantee claim will expire if repairs or actions are carried out by persons who are not authorised to do so or have not been so authorised by us or if our devices are operated with
spare, supplementary or accessory parts which are not considered to be original parts.
5. The defective parts must be sent to our factory with an enclosed copy of the proof of purchase and a precise description of the defect. Processing is accelerated if an RMA number is
applied for via our home page www.ta.co.at. A prior clarification of the defect with our technical
support is necessary.
6. Services provided under guarantee result neither in an extension of the guarantee period nor
in a resetting of the guarantee period. The guarantee period for fitted parts ends with the
guarantee period of the whole device.
7. Extended or other claims, especially those for compensation for damage other than to the device itself are, insofar as a liability is not legally required, excluded.

Legal notice
These assembly and operating instructions are protected by copyright.
Use outside the copyright requires the consent of the company Technische Alternative elektronische
Steuerungsgerätegesellschaft m. b. H.. This applies in particular to reproductions, translations and
electronic media.

elektronische Steuerungsgerätegesellschaft m. b. H.
A-3872 Amaliendorf Langestraße 124
Tel +43 (0)2862 53635
Fax +43 (0)2862 53635 7
E-Mail: mail@ta.co.at
--- www.ta.co.at ---
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